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Introduction
The Medescan Aroma Diffuser allows you to create the perfect
environment with your choice of water or oil soluble aroma
therapy and lighting.
The Medescan Aroma Diffuser, atomises the water and aroma
combination into ultra-fine particles of 1-5um using the principle
of ultrasonic high-frequency oscillation, and diffuses the cool
aromatised water vapour into the air for you to enjoy.
As an added bonus, the Medescan Aroma Diffuser lets you perfect
the ambience of your environment. You can simply chose your
favourite colour from the 7 LED colour options or you can enjoy
the changing coloured lights option.

It is essential to use the Medescan humidifier Rainbow Mist in the way it was intended.
You are therefore advised to read this instruction manual and the safety precautions
carefully before use.
Utilising the Medescan Rainbow Mist in any way other than depicted in this manual may
void the warranty of your unit.
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Features
1. The Medescan Aroma Diffuser is specifically designed to diffuse
your favourite aroma using ultrasonic high frequency oscillation.
2. The Aroma Diffuser features a Seven Colour LED night light. The
light can be set to cycle through all seven colours or set to your
favourite colour.
3. The Aromatic Diffuser allows you to enhance your personal space
by diffusing your favourite oil or water based aroma.
4. The silent operation will ensure you get the best night sleep
possible.
5. The Medescan Aroma Diffuser will give you 6 hours of continuous
use if run at maximum flow rate.
6. The Medescan Aroma Diffuser’s twelve months replacement
warranty will give you great peace of mind.
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Safety Precautions
1. Do not replace the power cord without authorization.
2. Do not plug into the power with wet hands; otherwise there is a
risk of electric shock.
3. Ensure the power is switched off when moving or handling the
unit.
4. Do not touch the Oscillator upon starting; it will cause injury and
pain.
5. Do not disassemble the unit to avoid an electric shock.
6. Any modification or refitting to this unit may cause damage to the
diffuser and hazard to the user. Any such modifications will void the
warranty.
7. I f the unit generates any abnormal sound or odour during
operation, please shut it down immediately and disconnect the
power plug.
8. All repairs must be completed by an authorised repairman.
9. Before cleaning or moving the unit, please shut it down and
disconnect the power plug.
10. Do not operate the unit with an empty water tank.
11. Do not scratch the ultrasonic oscillator with a hard object.
12. Do not let water flow or splash into the base to avoid damaging
the internal parts.
13. Place the unit on a firm, flat surface.
14. Place the unit away from any heat source, such as a furnace,
avoid direct sunlight.
15. Avoid direct spraying of mist onto the furniture and electric
appliances.
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Operating Precautions
1. Do not add hot water of over 45°C to the water tank.
2. When the room temperature is below 0°C, please empty the water
tank and water bowl. Icing of water can damage the components.
3. Do not place metals, chemicals and detergents into the water
tank.
4. When there is excess water in the water bowl, do not move the
unit to avoid overflow problems.
5. Keep the Medescan Aroma Diffuser away from moisture sensitive
furniture and electric appliances.
6. When the unit is not used for a long time, please unplug from the
power point.
7. Never pour out the water remaining in the water bowl without
first turning the power off.
8. When the water tank is full, the unit can operate for 5 - 6 hours at
maximum flow rate.
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Know your Medescan Aroma Diffuser

Cover

Inner Lid

Water tank

Mist On/Off

Light control

Power adaptor
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Choosing a suitable location
Caution
Do not direct the Medescan Aroma Diffuser vapour flow at walls
or furniture which is sensitive to moisture. Please place the
Medescan Aroma Diffuser in a suitable position as indicated below

More than 40cm
from the ceiling

More than
20cm from
the wall

More than
20cm from
the wall

More than 20cm
from the floor
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Filling Instructions
Caution
Please ensure the Medescan Aroma Diffuser is unplugged from the
power before filling

1. Lift to remove
outer cover

2. Lift to remove
inner lid

3. Fill with water
to Max line
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Operating Instructions
1. Once the diffuser is filled with water, add your favourite aroma to
the water tank and replace the inner lid and outer cover
2. Plug into the power point
3. Press the mist control switch to start the misting.
Simple Touch Operation
Mist
Switch

Light mode
selector switch

4. To switch off the misting, simply touch the Mist switch again.
Controlling the LED light
Simply touch the Light switch and lights will turn on into the cycle
7 colours mode. Touch again and it will change to the Purple light.
Touch again and the light will change to the next colour as shown
in the chart below. Keep pressing until the lights turn off and the
cycle starts again.
OFF

Red

Auto cycle 7 colours

Orange

Yellow
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Purple

Green

Indigo

Blue

Cleaning Instructions
Caution
Before caring or cleaning your diffuser, please switch off the
power and unplug from the mains.

Caring for the Body
1. Remove the outer cover
2. Remove the inner lid
3. Using a clean cloth, wipe accumulating dirt and excess water from
the bowl top.
Caring for the oscillator
1. Wipe off the excess water from the water tank
2. With a soft toothbrush, clean the metal surface of the oscillator
3. Using a clean cloth, wipe off the excess water from the water tank
4. Dry thoroughly
External Cleaning of diffuser
Rinse a soft cloth in warm water of below 45° C, wipe off any surface
stains. The outer cover can be washed directly under water
Storage of diffuser
Clean the unit as recommended and store in a dry place.
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Technical Specifications
Item Code

HTJ-2055

Power
Power Rating

Input AC 100-240V; Output DC 24V 500mA
10 Watts

Mist Volume
Tank Capacity

16 mL/h
100 mL

Continuous use:

6 hours

Power cord
Dimensions
Weight

Approximtley 1.5m
78 (W) x 78 (D) x 137 (H) mm
300g
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Troubleshooting
Indicator not illuminated. No mist
The transformer adapter is not properly plugged or the power
switch is not turned on. Plug the transformer adaptor and turn on
the power
Indicator illuminated. No mist
There is no water in the water tank. Refill the water tank
Indicator illuminated. No mist
The water level in the tank may be too high. Pour out some water
until below the Max line
The mist has foul odour
New unit smell or the water in the tank is not clean. Open the water
tank, allow to air dry. Clean with mild detergent and try again
Minimal mist output
There is scale formation on the transducer oscillator or the water is
dirty or has been stored for too long. Clean the transducer oscillator
and replace with clean water.
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Notes
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